
WeldComputer® Control
– Quality Control
for Quality Welds
If you perform spot, projection, 
seam, flash, butt or any type of 
resistance welding, the control 
you select will ultimately 
affect the quality of your welds.

HOW
IMPORTANT 
ARE YOUR 
WELDS?



Eliminate 
weld variability 
for better 
quality assurance

A bad weld can cost you a shipment, a contract – even, possibly, 
your business. So investing up front in superior control is a decision 
that pays off in both the short and the long term. Superior weld 
control is what WeldComputer is all about. Our controls deliver 
better consistency and more reliability than competitive products, 
allowing you to reduce variability and problem welds, and make a 
higher-quality product with fewer failures. 

WeldComputer proprietary heat control technology makes your 
welding process virtually immune from power line voltage and line 
frequency variations. The result is accurate and consistent heat 
delivery for every weld produced. 

WeldComputer’s inverter power assembly sizes range from 50 
amps to 8000 amps, allowing you to choose the system that is 
an ideal match for the power requirement of your welding 
application, without having to pay extra for power capability 
that you don’t need. 

Fewer failures mean 
not only a superior 
product, but lower 
production cost.



Easy to add to any new or existing machine
 
The WeldComputer® control with proprietary wave synthesis is the 
only available inverter system that directly connects to any type of 
resistance welding transformer: AC, MFDC, three-phase full or half 
wave, or frequency converter. When you want to upgrade existing 
welding equipment to take advantage of inverter technology, other 
inverter manufacturers require you to throw away the existing 
transformer and replace it with an expensive, mid-frequency DC 
welding transformer – simply because their equipment can’t 
operate with any other type. 

Rather than forcing you to select a weld transformer to satisfy the 
needs of the control, WeldComputer allows you to select the one 
that’s best suited for your specific welding application. 

Every WeldComputer® control has a programmable weld schedule 
structure that allows you to make any settings or adjustments (such 
as upslope, post heat, fixture pitch angle, etc.) you want for your 
process. This gives the user a familiar interface and programming 
process, while providing capabilities that far exceed those of any 
other weld control. 



Features of the WeldComputer control include:
  
• Programmable feedback parameters that allow you to 
   fine-tune the control to your welding equipment, to 
   optimize its efficiency and maximize performance

• Virtually unlimited storage capacity for weld schedules

• Multiple inputs and outputs, enabling users to activate  
   welding peripherals and perform other programmable 
   functions without requiring a separate PLC

• Built-in safety circuitry that helps to prevent unexpected  
   machine actuations and protect the operator from injury 

• Available enclosures and breaker packages to 
   simplify installation 

Should you add monitoring and/or adaptive features 
to your weld control?

Monitoring a variety of electrical and mechanical 
parameters helps detect potential problems as soon 
as they occur, while full adaptive control can further 
increase consistency and reduce the incidence of 
problem welds. Let us help you find the best 
solution for your application!



 *NOTE: High-performance solutions are  
   also available for manufacturers still 
   using SCR-based control technology.

Inverter Product Family*



AC or MFDC?

It’s a common misconception that, 
in order to take advantage of the 
newer inverter technology, you 
must replace your existing AC 
welding transformer with a MFDC 
welding transformer. In fact, studies 
have demonstrated that, in many 
applications, welding manufactur-
ers who convert from single-phase 
AC to MFDC actually experienced 
decreased production throughput, 
reduced weld quality, and increased 
maintenance, because the AC 
transformer was the best matched 
choice for the specific application.

Flash Welding
Replacing an existing flash 
welder control with a 
WeldComputer® control has 
been demonstrated to reduce 
flicker on the power grid to 
acceptable levels. 
Adding adaptive features to
the flash welding process 
further reduces current demand 
on the power line, while 
improving the flashing 
capability and consistency of 
the machine – which increases 
upset consistency and the 
uniformity of the welded 
product. 
These benefits can be realized 
on any flash welder simply by 
replacing the existing control 
with a WeldComputer® 
adaptive control.



The experts at WeldComputer are available 
to help with your particular application.

To learn more about our products, or to discuss 
your particular challenges and needs, please visit 
our website at weldcomputer.com or give us a 
call at 1-800-553-WELD (9353). 



Beyond Basic Control

Many welding operations can benefit from enhanced control, 
and WeldComputer offers a range of selectable features to further 
eliminate variability in your resistance welding operation.

Digital programmable air system

Using manual dials to make pressure adjustments creates room 
for error; being off by just one PSI can cause a 3% variation in 
many applications – a significant shift in process variability. Using 
our digital programmable air system provides two channels of 
digitally controlled pressure regulation that can range from 0.1 
to 99.9 PSI with 0.1 PSI pressure resolution programmability. 
Established pressure settings are automatically stored and recalled 
with each weld schedule, providing more accurate pressure regulation 
and eliminating variations caused from inconsistent operator setting 
of manual regulators. Each pressure channel employs automatic 
closed-loop feedback to continuously maintain regulated pressures 
at the programmed target values. 

Digital contact gauge

Timing the start of weld heat can be a major problem for resistance 
welding operations. Even something as simple as changing out 
the electrodes can alter the timing of the welding process, due to 
a potential change in the distance between electrodes. This could 
cause the heat to start too soon, before full electrode force is applied 
to the part, resulting in expulsion, or part and electrode damage. 
The WeldComputer® digital contact gauge is the easiest way to 
eliminate these variations, by ensuring that a user-programmed, 
minimum cylinder pressure is reached before proceeding to produce 
a weld. This improves operator safety as well as the repeatability of 
the welding process. 



Other upgrades include:

• Extra Inputs and Outputs for complex special and automated  
   applications

• Secondary Current, Voltage, or Power Feedback that allows 
   control to be programmed in amps, volts, or watts

• TTFC Safety System to protect operators from serious 
   pinch-point injuries

• Cascade Firing to operate multiple welding transformers with 
   a single control

• Programmable Motor Control for seam welders 

The basic WeldComputer control 
can be upgraded to include 
networking capabilities. 
Adding networking to your 
control enables easy transmission 
of weld product information to 
and from the plant network or a 
laptop connected directly to the 
WeldComputer control.



WeldComputer Corporation
Rensselaer Technology Park
105 Jordan Road
Troy, NY 12180

Call: (800) 553-9353 or (518) 283-2897

Fax: (518) 283-2907

info@weldcomputer.com
www.weldcomputer.com

Senator Jeanne Shaheen stops to try out a piece of 
WeldComputer® adaptively controlled aluminum welding 
equipment in the Raytheon Integrated Air Defense Center’s 
manufacturing area, as IDS President Tom Kennedy 
discusses its use in the manufacture of the Patriot 
Missile with her.


